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Diffractive lenses catching stories – The meaning of belonging through the 
voice of adolescents 
Hanne Vandenbussche, Elisabeth De Schauwer & Geert Van Hove 
Abstract 
In this chapter the meaning of belonging is mapped by listening to the voice of adolescents in 
a secondary school in an urban context in Flanders, Belgium. The first author participated in a 
class with seven pupils, moving on intersecting axes of ability, ethnicity, social economic 
status, gender, etc. Catching the meaning of belonging in the project resulted in filming the 
multiple voices of the pupils in the class while imaging and practicing their past and future 
dreams. The stance of the researcher in this exploratory study can be conceptualized as a 
“bricoleur” or “handywoman” (Lévi-Strauss, 1962/1966; Kincheloe & Berry, 2004; 
Kincheloe 2005), puzzling the plural and singular voices present and trying to materialize 
them in a film. Processes of “becoming-in-the-world-with-others” (Shildrick, 2002) from a 
position in the margin surfaced. For the researcher to see the concept of belonging “at work”, 
she had to become a part of the complex assemblages arising through the encounters, by 
listening and following the pupils in their daily actions and environment, connected to people, 
historicity, places, objects, etc. A diffractive analysis of the data gave meaning to the 
complexity and relational character of belonging. The individual voices of the pupils blurred 
and intra-acted with each other and the relational meshwork they were part of.  
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Context 
In this chapter, we want to take you on a journey. We attempt an empirical wandering in 
which we travel along the dreams of seven adolescents attending a secondary school in Ghent, 
a city in Flanders (Belgium).  
Our story begins with a lesson we organized in this class, a sixth-grade vocational training.1 A 
class of seven pupils was brought together at school: Rayann, Sam, Sara, Gabrielle, Katarina, 
Sophie and Iliana. Their teacher, Emily, joined in. The authors were interested in the meaning 
of “belonging” according to the pupils. What does this concept mean to them? It became clear 
that simply asking the question “what does belonging mean to you” was not helpful for them. 
They had to make the meaning concrete and lively by showing where it was present in their 
life stories. The class of seven shared what they consider central in their lives with each other 
and with the first author. They talked about what they like to do, about who is important in 
their lives, about what makes their hearts beat faster. They communicated moments they felt 
excluded and moments they felt included. Sometimes this thinking accompanied strong 
emotions. Drawing on the portrait they had sketched, they tried to share their stories. After 
this lesson, their teacher Emily asked them whether they wanted to move on in picturing their 
future dreams building on what we accomplished there. They needed some time to think; 
sharing personal things was hard. One of the girls said: “I cannot tell you about some things, 
it is too close to my heart”. However, in the same movement they considered it a fascinating 
project to finish their secondary school. Their teacher stimulated them and emphasized the 
great opportunity to work on their own project. Although Emily will be moving behind the 
scenes a lot in what follows, her part in the creation of these dreams is essential.  
We decided together we were going to work with film. Every student of the class got some 
time to think through the dreams he/she was going to bring in stage. They needed each other 
to materialize these. The first author used a camera and met the class several times to work on 
                                                        
1 We begin here, but we are aware we could have started somewhere else, as we always start in the middle of an entangled 
complexity. 
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the project to make sure every pupil could visualize their dream. We worked through the 
scripts when at school and we walked to the scenes together.  
In what follows we will highlight some of their dreams and stories. We will explore three 
stories in particular: the stories of Gabrielle, Rayann and Sam. The other pupils’ voices, as 
well as multiple others’, will be interwoven in the stories we will present. We consider 
“voice” as plural and complex. Voice appears as a “process of couplings and connections of 
different bodies, places, spaces, times, utterances, and becomings” (Mazzei, 2016, p. 154). 
Following Mazzei (2016) we do not approach voice as “a” voice that can be linked to an “I” 
of a humanist subject, but to an unbounded voice.  
We aim to conceptualize belonging by listening to the dreams of the pupils and connect this 
input to some philosophical views and notions, as diffraction (Barad, 2007) and assemblage 
(Delanda, 2016). The stories will be “cut together apart”2 (Barad, 2007) to gain insight into 
the meaning of belonging through the eyes of the storytellers. Before moving on to the stories, 
we dwell on a framework to read the dreams of the adolescents. The pupils always present 
their stories through an assemblage that moves and is moved. We will try to map some of 
these moving assemblages of constellations, of dreams, of voices, of memories, etc. in this 
book chapter.  
Assemblages of intra-actions and intra-acting assemblages 
In what follows, we will present parts of the stories. We use the concept of “assemblage” as a 
framework to consider those parts. We regard the concept of assemblage as a moving 
constellation of intra-acting3 parts that is taking the perspective of the adolescents into 
account (Davies, 2014a). Delanda (2016) explains assemblages are constellations where the 
dangers of “reified generalities” (such as Power, Resistance, and we would like to add 
                                                        
2 Barad uses this idea of cutting-together apart to illustrate that diffraction is about one movement. It troubles the notion of 
dichotomy in all possible ways (Barad, 2007; Barad, 2014). Here we want to give full attention to the complexity and 
entangled nature of the stories brought in.  
3 Barad makes use of the notion intra-action in contrast to the usual ‘interaction’ which presumes the prior existence of 
independent entities. This is essential in her onto-epistemological vision (Barad, 2007). 
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Society) can be overcome. We want to use this framework to approach more “precision” and 
let young pupils living in the margin speak out.  
Assemblages are concerned with contingent territories and codes that work through lines of 
de- and reterritorialization and de- and recoding (Delanda, 2016). These processes are 
transversing, as such thinking through “assemblage” is helpful to pursue a diffractive reading 
where ontology and epistemology are not separated from each other.  
The work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (e.g. Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) helps to give 
meaning to the concept of assemblage. The term in French is “agencement”. The word in 
English fails to capture the meaning of the original, where the term refers to the action of 
matching or fitting together a set of components (agencer), as well as to the result of this 
action: “an ensemble of parts that mesh together well” (Delanda, 2016, p. 1). Deleuze and 
Guattari use several definitions to give meaning to the concept. One of the definitions catches 
the meaning we ascribe to it here: “We will call an assemblage every constellation of 
singularities and traits deducted from the flow – selected, organized, stratified – in such a way 
as to converge, artificially or naturally. An assemblage is, in this sense, a veritable invention” 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 406; see also Delanda, 2016, p. 79). We cling writings of 
Hickey-Moody (2007) and Barad (2007) together to conceive assemblages as always moving 
multiplicities of connections in a space-time-mattering.  
 
As Wise (2005) notices, assemblage is not a “static term”. Assemblage is not a set of 
predetermined parts that can be put together like a puzzle. Wise (2005) states “there is a sense 
that an assemblage is a whole of some sort that expresses some identity and claims a territory” 
(p. 77). The idea of “territory” is crucial. Since it is not considered “any space”, these 
territories have a stake, a claim and they express some specific liaison. An assemblage is 
characterized by a play of contingency and looking for interconnection. Hickey-Moody 
(2007) elucidates how an assemblage is a contextual arrangement in which heterogeneous 
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times, spaces, bodies and modes of operation are connected. Hence, assemblage implies a 
certain “wholeness” of intra-acting parts, which can be human, non-human, material, virtual, 
imply affects and feelings, time, etc. This “wholeness” is characterized by how it starts to 
exist in interconnection. It is however never a fixed entity, but works as a strong unity 
opening new possibilities because of the moving composition of the parts. In this way, 
“assemblage” is a phenomenon4 in which meaning is addressed to concepts as belonging 
because it shows how the concept “works” and “matters” (i.e. literally by giving it material 
ground and figuratively by gaining insights into what is important to the adolescents speaking 
here). It has characteristics which open it up and let it grow in multiple directions. On the 
other hand, it is always coming together and moving apart. Assemblages are entangled in 
events concentrated in time-spaces. Through certain constellations assemblages become 
organized, but differences in the constellations and the moving character of the assemblage, 
will also undo this organization and reassemble differently. We consider this phenomenon a 
fundamental impetus for agency.  
Diffractively cutting the stories together apart  
We bring the concepts of bricoleur or handy-woman (Lévi-Strauss, 1962/1966; Kincheloe & 
Berry, 2004; Kincheloe, 2005) and diffraction (Barad, 2007) into play to approach the stories 
shared by the adolescents. These concepts will be our gazing tools to give significance to 
“belonging” according to their voice. We will briefly present the meaning of these concepts. 
After narrating some of the pupils’ stories, we will try to put the concepts “at work” in the 
stories and dreams shared.  
Claude Lévi-Strauss developed in his work La pensée sauvage (The savage mind) 
(1962/1966) the concept of bricoleur. In this book, Lévi-Strauss distinguishes two “levels” of 
scientific knowledge following his anthropological research with several tribes illustrating an 
                                                        
4 Barad calls a “phenomenon” an entanglement of subject and object. This is also how she sees reality. The duality between 
object and subject is “undone”. The apparatus and the observed object entangle and are inseparable (Barad, 2007). 
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extraordinary knowledge of plants and animals living in their environments. Lévi-Strauss 
argues people from these tribes use empirical observation and imagination as tools to gain 
knowledge of the world. They make use of all their senses and their intuition in approaching 
reality. He connects this way of gaining knowledge with a “bricoleur”. The bricoleur uses 
materials he finds in his collection to give them a new function and finality. Lévi-Strauss 
attributes to the bricoleur a perception and a train of thought as “precise”. It is a science of the 
“concrete”. The bricoleur works with his/her hands and uses heterogeneous parts collected to 
get results. Lévi-Strauss contrasts this with a rational representationalist approach still 
dominating most natural sciences. He states there is a parallel with the “entrepreneur”, trying 
to get power over the world by taking distance and being “objective”. Kincheloe and Berry 
(2004) worked on the theoretical/methodological grounding of the concept. 
 
In this chapter, we try to work as the bricoleur. We will bring some parts together and let the 
pupils speak by drawing on concepts of Karen Barad and Gilles Deleuze. The bricoleur or 
handy-woman in this case, makes use of a limited number of tools with multiple possibilities 
to put to work (see e.g. Badley, 2014). We will make a bricolage in connecting it with 
diffraction and assemblage, as well as parts of film we collected with the class, the multiple 
and plural voices of the pupils, who so generously shared their feelings, ideas and stories. We 
elaborate on constructions and deconstructions of the collected items to bring up the meaning 
of belonging according to the youths. With the method of bricolage, we do not intend to lift 
each story out separately and make a collage of them as it were. We hold on to a conception 
of researching social reality through looking for precision (Bergson, 1946/1997). We intend to 
find precision by listening closely and by using all our senses to the stories the pupils in this 
study share (Davies, 2014b).  
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The position of the researchers as bricoleurs is accompanied by looking with a diffractive 
lens. We want to interweave diffraction and bricolage in our search to give meaning to 
belonging. 
We borrow the concept of diffraction from Karen Barad (2007). She utilizes diffraction as a 
different conception of “reflection”. It is a concept originating from optical physics that helps 
to gain insight in phenomena we experience in natural sciences, but also in cultural sciences, 
social sciences, etc. The easiest way to envision “diffraction” is to think about a pond or river 
where you throw two stones in the water simultaneously. What you perceive are waves 
overlapping in concentric circles. This is a diffraction pattern. When the waves meet, a higher 
wave is created. Barad does not only regard diffraction as an optical metaphor, but also as a 
method and practice that pays attention to material engagement with data and the relations of 
difference and how they matter (Barad 2007; see also Bozalek & Zembylas, 2016). Barad 
uses it as a “tool” to highlight the entanglement of material-discursive phenomena in the 
world. In this chapter, it is helpful to pursue our method of bricolage by looking with a 
diffractive lens, thus giving meaning to the stories and constant production of difference in 
mutual entanglement arising in the film scenes.  
 
Diffractively reading implies attentively and carefully reading for differences that “matter” in 
their fine details (Dolphijn & Van der Tuin, 2012). Diffraction is not just a matter of 
interference, but of entanglement, an ethico-onto-epistemological matter (Barad, 2007; Van 
de Putte, De Schauwer, Van Hove & Davies, 2017; De Schauwer, Van de Putte & Davies, 
2018). The several connections present in phenomena all have agential force, human and non-
human.  
The lives we meet show patterns of difference and repetition. The pupils long for belonging 
by fitting in a suppositious predetermined community. However, during the “performing” and 
discussing of their dreams they break through these predetermined assumptions by opening 
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other possibilities of living and belonging. Doing a diffractive analysis requires not knowing 
where you are going in advance, as well as taking the continuous interference of intra-actions 
seriously (Davies, 2014b). As diffractive researchers, we do not intend to present a 
representationalist interpretation of what belonging might mean. In the relational onto-
epistemological account we draw on, the idea of observing an “entity” from a “distance” and 
consequently achieving objectivist knowledge about it is problematic. With Davies (2014b) 
we state:  
The diffractive researcher’s task, then, is not to tell of something that exists 
independent of the research encounter, but to open up an immanent truth – to access 
that which is becoming true, ontologically and epistemologically, in the moment of 
the research encounter. (p. 3, italics original) 
 
Belonging through the adolescents’ voice 
The Story of Gabrielle 
Gabrielle connects the meaning of belonging with important people in her life. Her search for 
her father drove her to Belgium. She has Jamaican roots and misses her country 
tremendously. She located her father, but life in Flanders with him appeared difficult. She 
loves her mother, her sister and brother. She explicitly leaves the father out. In expressing her 
dreams, she utters a desire to help people. We visualize her dream by going to the center for 
homeless people in Ghent. The class is eager to know everything about how these people are 
helped out. “Are small children coming here too?” “How does it work when they have to go 
to school?”  
Also, Gabrielle wants to get married on the beach of Jamaica. The class works together to set 
the stage for this dream. We will describe the scene of the beach here.  
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We go to “Blaarmeersen” (a local small beach in Ghent), the closest we could get to 
imagine a Jamaican beach near school. The weather was nice. The sun reflected into 
the water and enriched the dreamy character of our mission.  
Gabrielle is getting all dressed up, by putting on the wedding dress of her teacher. 
Sara, another student, helps her to close the buttons of her dress. The other pupils are 
watching her transforming and stand somewhat lost on the edge of the road. She calls 
out to them “Come on! I’m not a statue you know!” (laughter of the others). 
She walks to the waterline; her footsteps leaving a trace in the sand. Gabrielle smiles 
and clearly enjoys this moment. Her eyes twinkle, she has a beautiful red rose in her 
hair, she holds a bouquet with flowers they gathered on the road in her hands, her 
beautiful dark skin contrasts to the white dress she’s wearing. A certain sadness 
moves over her face: “I came to find my father, but I didn’t plan to stay here… 
(silence)” “I came to Belgium when I was 17. I came here with great expectations 
about my bond with him. In the end, it does not work out. I don’t get along with his 
new wife. I moved out and live with my aunt now. This I regret, that I came to Belgium 
for him.” Then she starts to talk about her boyfriend, the twinkle is back. She is 
already engaged and shows the ring on her finger with great pride and a big smile. 
This dream is going to come true very soon… “He should be respectful. And just stay 
who he is.” She looks up and stares at the water. She plays with her dress. “I also 
want to have children, three of them. It doesn’t matter if they will be boys or girls, 
or… They are welcome the way they are.” She calls out to the others: “Everybody, get 
behind me and watch out!”. The other pupils are looking at her from a distance, but 
still in close connection to her. She swings the bouquet with flowers over her shoulder. 
Sophie catches it with great enthusiasm. She will be next in line! The class is shouting 
and is very excited.  
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Photo: Gabrielle throwing away the bouquet 
The story of Gabrielle emphasizes the importance of interrelationships to experience 
belonging. She expresses a deep need to be connected to and with the people who are 
important to her. The relationship with her father is confusing. She traveled here from 
Jamaica to find him, all by herself, to connect with him. The others from the class already told 
the first author it is difficult for her to share this with “strangers”. By looking for means to 
take her voice seriously and opening up the space to make her dreams actual, it felt safe for 
her to share abundantly.  
It was not her intention to stay in Belgium. Still she does. This context and environment offer 
opportunities for young people to go to school, to find a job, to build out a life on their own, 
etc. “It’s a better life here”. This withholds her to return to Jamaica (at least for now). In 
everything she does and says, her love for her country is echoed. She performs and plays a 
part. She is the director, the screenwriter, and the actress. She takes matters in her own hands 
to connect with her story and to materialize her hopes and dreams. She illustrates how 
belonging is tied to the sun, the sand, the water, her mother, her house, her brother and sister, 
etc.  
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This story is interlaced with the story below. 
The story of Rayann 
Rayann also moved from Jamaica to Belgium. She has been here a bit longer than Gabrielle. 
For her too, the connection with her father was the reason to come here. This was not a 
choice, but an obligation. The relationship has been working out, although she is living alone 
in Ghent at a very young age. She is still in secondary school, but she is determined to work 
here and earn money to send to her mother in Jamaica. She wants to take care of her family. 
Rayann dreams about a beautiful house. A place where she can feel free to develop her own 
skills.  
The class walked together looking for a nice place for Rayann. Sam, Gabrielle, Sara 
and Sophie checked an advertisement to buy a house near Ghent. They saw the prices 
and swallowed. We arrive at a nice neighborhood. Rayann already critically discussed 
some of the houses she passed by. One of them she adored. She gave suggestions about 
how she would adapt the color of the house, replace some parts or switch them. We 
moved on and passed by a house at the Leie (a river). Emily, the teacher, knew the 
person who lived there and asked if Rayann could buy the house. The man smiled: 
“This is indeed a nice house. My children love it too… We have the city very near, but 
on the other hand we have nature, the water, a beautiful view. It’s unique in Ghent. It 
costs a lot of money…” Rayann responded: “Yes… I will have to save a lot.” “You 
can go out and watch the garden”. Rayann steps out into the garden. “Oh, this is 
really nice. It looks like a Jamaican garden. We have chickens too. Some plants over 
there… Some pineapple growing over here. And then a coconut tree in the middle!”  
She talks about Jamaica. She thinks Belgium can offer her chances to become well-
educated and have a diploma. Here she can find a job more easily than at home. It is a 
way to help out her mother, who doesn’t have a lot of money. On the other hand, she 
criticizes this country: “I will not grow old here. It’s crazy what you do with older 
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people. When people get old you put them in a rest home where they can do nothing. It 
is so boring when you get old here. In Jamaica your family takes care of you when you 
grow old. They don’t ‘put you away’.” 
 
 
 
Photo: Rayann’s dream house with “Jamaican” garden 
Rayann was looking for her “American Dream” in Belgium. She already experiences what it 
means to live alone while still going to school, where she lives her life with the little means 
she has. She believes in breaking through hegemonic discourses underlying this society and 
working hard to “gain” more in life. Why would a beautiful garden and a big house located in 
a rich area in Ghent not be an option for a young black woman living in straitened 
circumstances? She realizes what it means to save money. This is what she does to help her 
mother. It is also this person she names when she’s asked who or what is important to her. 
She struggles with the love for Jamaica and on the other hand the prosperity of the 
neighborhood she is living in in Belgium. Rayann, but also the others, make difficult choices 
at a very young age. While materializing her story in a house with a beautiful garden, 
everything she connects with this materialization is about her longing and belonging of real 
and virtual places and spaces elsewhere. She reflects in it her striving for another life where 
she can choose and pick out what she needs to make her life work and be interconnected with 
those she loves and what she loves, as well as what she urges to be and to become. When 
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trying to connect her image on belonging by visualizing her dream, it becomes clear 
belonging is about interrelationship, not just with people, but also with non-human matters. 
The third story we want to share is about Sam. 
The story of Sam 
Sam wants to run his own pancake house. He has needed extra support during his school 
career because of learning difficulties. He states to be extremely happy in his class here. He 
got a second chance to graduate. This opens perspectives for him. He can flourish in an 
environment where they believe in him and take into account his needs in tempo to exercise 
some tasks, as well as to understand certain assignments.  
Sam wanted to visualize his dream in a pancake house. He pondered the location. “It 
would be nice to have it in Bruges. That is a small and romantic city. A little 
medieval… That should work to attract customers!” The class took the tram to Art 
House Bavart, an alternative meeting place for artists in the city of Ghent, an ideal 
location to invent a new pancake house. They dropped in separately. Like a school of 
fish, they came together again and formed a whole. We were welcomed to come in and 
prepare the scene. Emily, the school teacher, had baked a lot of pancakes with her 
other classes to make the dream of Sam real. He got a white skirt to put on and was 
requested to start work… “No, Sam, not with your hands, you should use a fork and 
knife”. Sam looked scared, as he thought he did something wrong: his back curled up, 
his shoulders went down and he tried to become invisible. Emily noticed his unease 
and made a little joke, subsequently telling him he could move on. He smiled and 
looked a bit shy. He asked the confirmation of Emily as he proceeded: “Is it okay like 
this?”. Then he started to go to the small tables where his classmates were waiting. A 
little nervous, he asked them what they wanted and went back to prepare their orders. 
He brought the plates enthusiastically: “A pancake with brown sugar? Here you go!”. 
He enjoyed (t)his moment. After eating their pancakes, he went off to one of the tables 
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where Sara, his best friend, was sitting. He started to chat with her and a trainee. The 
stress was gone, he was doing a good job. He laughed and was performing his job as 
a good host wonderfully. He was proud and felt recognized. He talked about his 
brother who was going to university. “It is very heavy for him. I feel like I must 
support him. My parents support me, and he supports them… Yeah, we all support 
each other… I also dream about getting married and having children, maybe two or 
one child… Not thirteen, that would be too much” (laughter). 
Sam adores his family and loves to cook. He would really like to earn his own money and be 
able to exercise his rights as “a good citizen”. In his story the neo-liberal citizen who manages 
to earn good money, who is independent and knows what hard work is, arises even more 
explicitly than in the others’ dreams. Belonging then is connected to achieving the status of 
“this good citizen”, also echoing his parents’ voice. This urge contrasts with his longing for 
time and chances, even as his needs to function in an environment where warm contacts and 
understanding set the tone. It seems this desire emerges constantly and is almost a 
precondition to achieve the dream of independence and success. He needs to belong in such 
an entanglement of connections to chase his dream.  
 
Photo: Sam in “his” pancake house 
Diffractive lenses catching belonging 
The meaning of belonging produced through agential forces 
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In the film we made together with the adolescents, a relational ontology is endorsed. The 
agency the pupils perform is not something they “own”, it is a matter of possibilities for 
reconfiguring entanglements, an enactment. They take response-ability (Barad, 2014) and 
perform agency in mutual entanglement in how they construct belonging. Agency is about 
“the power to engage with others in ways that open up the capacity for thought and being” 
(Davies, 2014b, p. 9). The school these pupils attend, takes their needs to learn by doing and 
experience seriously. Their teacher, Emily, acted as an important facilitator to help create the 
liminal spaces5 to perform their agency. Agency then concerns practice and doing, an 
engagement with mattering.  
Agency itself is a matter of intra-acting, an enactment, not something someone or something 
has. Agency cannot be designated as an attribute of ‘subjects’ or ‘objects’ (since they do not 
exist as such). Agency is not an attribute whatsoever. It is ‘doing’ or ‘being’ in its intra-
activity (Barad, 2007, p.178). 
At every moment, particular possibilities exist and these hold a responsibility to intervene in 
the world’s becoming, “to contest and rework what matters and what is excluded from 
mattering” (Barad, 2007, p. 178). These diffractive thoughts bring forth inventive 
provocations. They are creative attempts to interpret the world.  
Diffractively reading through the stories crisscrossing each other we gain insight into the 
various entanglements these pupils present/perform. The role of the bricoleur in this part is 
being attentive to what gets excluded as well as what comes to matter. The diffraction 
processes deliver the pieces and elements we are matching together to get meaning out of the 
stories. 
We experience Katarina is very bighearted in what “matters” when discussing all she loves: 
“my family, my boyfriend, my class, I love to act, to perform, to sing, to dance, …” This is 
situated in her local context where she feels belonging. Sophie talks about “Happiness. To 
                                                        
5 We refer to “other places” that imply thresholds to imagine life differently. There is a need to have no restrictions in what is 
possible to open up the creation of potential newness. The project the pupils engaged in contributed to these possibilities. 
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have a big house, get married, have two children and earn good money”. Gabrielle takes 
another perspective: “I love my family, my mother, brother and sister. I want to help people 
who are poor.” What comes to matter is produced by the cutting of the camera, their cutting 
by expressing their dreams and all the underlying material-discursive discourses constantly 
(re)shaping dreams (i.e. the independent, autonomous citizen doing a great job in contributing 
to his/her society economically and socially). Inside these agential intra-actions, belonging 
gets meaning. In the film, the dreams overlap in lines about work, traveling and family. In 
these lines, we recognize a pattern of repetition, and through that repetition, effects of 
difference arise (Barad, 2007; Deleuze, 1967/1994). Sam comes from a well-off environment, 
he has learning difficulties which make him dependent on support in the class, a good 
connection with his speech therapist, “golden teachers” giving him time, his brother and 
parents, his class, the school, his small village, the train, etc. Rayann grew up poor. Coming to 
Belgium, she connected with her father (also bringing her here), with her class, with her small 
house, Jamaica, the rest home, etc. For Gabrielle longing for her relatives came up too, as 
well as feeling at home, Jamaica, the beach, her boyfriend, her class, etc. They all experience 
what it means to be surrounded by a complexity of matters and people to get chances and be 
part of a community.  
The adolescents are making claims that are valuable to look at fixed discourses and practices 
existing in a certain society. Additionally, they illustrate a strong notion about how they see 
themselves belong in “this” society and how they would intra-act in “this” community to 
shape their own idea of “their” future, taking into account “their” historicity. They resist and 
at the same time follow current discourses. Rayann illustrates this when criticizing how she 
perceives the Belgian way of treating people growing old. In the same movement, Belgium 
holds chances, freedom, education, which are often missed in the “own” “local” context. In 
their encounters, they come to matter (Davies, et al., 2013).  
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We recognize this paradoxical attitude in all the pupils’ stories. They struggle with abstract 
ideals closely entwined with a neo-liberal focus and meanwhile they resist these ideas almost 
stubbornly and illustrate how they want to follow their own path. 
The dreams the pupils practice and image shift over each other and transform the assemblages 
arising. Looking through a diffractive lens, both the researchers and the subjects engage in an 
affirmative way with difference. Belonging then appears as a non-definable ungraspable 
feeling “at home”, constantly changing and moving. Lines of affect and feeling, attach 
belonging to people significant to them, to places important to them, as well as to chances and 
the fundamental freedom to live a life with moveable borders. “Home” is in movement. They 
connect it with traveling between their “own” country and Belgium, and exploring the world. 
They associate it with doing something that is important for them (e.g. working in a hospital, 
helping poor people, working in a rest home). Home is also related to concrete materiality 
attached to “this home” (e.g. tree, shape, weather). They need the possibility to dream and are 
aware that all these relations are constantly changing.  
This is how we see the diffractive lens operating in and in-between these stories. This makes 
it clear that we cannot fix belonging; we need to listen to the adolescents’ dreams and watch 
how it works for every one of them, through their overlapping stories in the effects of 
difference. 
(Re)assembling dreams about belonging 
In each story, assemblages are reassembled several times. However, also between the stories 
this movement happens constantly.  
We see assemblages arise out of the class itself and how the pupils have to connect with each 
other to make their dreams visible and vivid. Assemblages are transforming in every dream 
and between the different dreams. They exist of connections with other people, but also with 
other places and spaces (e.g. Jamaica, Belgium, beach, house), and they relate to other matters 
as well. We think about the beautiful long white dress of Gabrielle, the symbol of a wedding, 
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which she cannot put on alone. The connection with the sand on the beach, the water, the sun. 
In Rayann’s story we perceive the connection with the garden, where the coconut tree is 
striking. There was no coconut tree. Her dream is very real in that moment. For Sam the 
density of the relationship with his parents and brother came up, but Bruges as well, with its 
tinge of romance, the architecture, the smell of pancakes, the skirt, the class, etc. 
As a researcher, the first author got the permission to follow the moving “class assemblage” 
as such getting meaning out of it and giving meaning to it. The class is forming an assemblage 
of intersectional lines wiring out to different cultures and, among others, countries, abilities 
and gender. Some are speaking the local language “Dutch” very well, others intermingle this 
with their own mother tongue. When we talk about the places the adolescents mention, we do 
not consider these the bordered countries as we can find them on a map. We do mean the 
moving territories accompanying an assemblage (Delanda, 2016). Jamaica, Belgium, Bulgaria 
are reinvented by the youths as they present them in their dreams.  
Probyn (2004) sees the constellation of assemblages functioning in a classroom, where an 
assemblage of bodies meet and are being assembled. This can be hopeful and playful, but it can 
also create connections of fear and terror. Assemblage according to a Deleuzian reading implies 
a continuous process of “becoming”. Becoming is always “identity-in-motion”, an open system 
of assemblages. It also means undoing categorizations and believing in a fixed, stable identity 
which can create a feeling of imprisonment. In the stories shared, all is possible, and all is 
dreamt. We consider the idea of identity as proposed by Bakhtin:  
To be, means to be for the other and through him, for oneself. Man has no 
internal sovereign territory, he is always on the boundary; looking within himself 
he looks in the eyes of the other or through the eyes of the other. I cannot do 
without the other; I cannot become myself without the other; I must find myself 
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in the other; finding the other in me in mutual reflection and perception.6 
(Bakhtin, 1984, pp. 311-12 in Yuval-Davis, 2012, italics in original) 
 
Identity is not something we can put on as a coat, we inhabit our identities and choices and they 
inhabit us (Titchkosky, 2011, p. 112). Probyn (1996) constructs identity as transition, always 
producing itself through the combined processes of being and becoming, belonging and longing 
to belong. Rayann is a young black woman who moved to Belgium a couple of years ago. She 
is no longer the same Rayann as she was when she flew there. She longs for her own country, 
but also for working in Belgium, as well as to accomplish certain things there. She feels 
belonging in her class, her school in Ghent, she loves her school teacher and she has her own 
small place in Ghent where she lives alone. She is becoming-employee, becoming-care-giver, 
becoming-Belgian, becoming-woman. What drives her is desire and longing for those close to 
her and “home”. She is assembled manifold with many connections, affects and feelings.7 When 
listening to Sam, we hear he longs for independence and especially for making his parents 
proud. He knew difficulties on the road throughout his school career. In this class assemblage, 
which is also attached in a bigger school assemblage where the way of following classes is open 
and respectful, he finds power and energy to express his dream. He feels the safety of sharing 
his uncertainties, of articulating his feelings of belonging there that make him flourish. His roots 
are completely different from Gabrielle’s, or Rayann’s, or those of any other member of the 
class. The longing to belong and the accompanying pursuit of happiness from a minority 
position are however very recognizable and opened up by connecting in this film project.  
Every one of the adolescents started with the reflection of an “ideal abstract dream”. However, 
through performing it and working together in doing this, they took other lines of flight 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) where diffraction patterns made these differences matter. The 
                                                        
6 Bakhtin stays close to an anthropocentric discourse. In this chapter we want to extend this and also see identity in motion 
through connecting with non-human otherness.  
7 This idea of becoming-other is also recognized in the idea of the nomad on which Rosi Braidotti elaborates.  
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youths proceed on these lines where they pursue chances, possibilities and potentialities. They 
are aware they cannot fully escape the organized society as such. They also use the 
territorialization of this society to walk lines of flight. They bring in narratives from the 
“margin” and show the potentialities of this position to move to change. Liminal spaces formed 
the contours in which their imagination got materialized. They open up space-time-matterings 
through which they show that any human subject is in constant motion, emergent, capable of 
resistance to categorizations in subordinate categories (e.g. black, poor, disabled, female). What 
they do here, matters (Deschauwer, et al., 2017).  
They do not offer a fixed definition of what belonging “means” or “is”, instead they show us 
what it means to them by letting us enter their transforming/transversal contingent and still 
structured assemblages in all their multiplicity and complexity. 
Conclusive ideas 
Following our findings and by listening to the voices of the young people sharing their 
dreams and their memories, their longings and longing to become-in-the-world-with-others 
(Shildrick, 2002), we see belonging as an “assemblic” concept itself. With the term assemblic 
we try to catch the double meaning present in the French term agencement, in which 
assemblage is both a process and a constellation. Belonging is a meaning we give to an event, 
a moment, a dream, a memory when some essential parts for that specific person with their 
historicity, their multiple connections with other humans and non-humans make “sense” to 
uplift a completion of belonging. The pupils often discussed place, although this is not 
conceived as separate from duration. They connect this idea of place to home. “Home” is not 
the Jamaican beach. It is all the feelings, affects, connections assembled in a certain 
historiographical constellation that make “home”. Katarina says: “All of my family lives here, 
my friends live here, I have my hobbies here, I do not feel connected with Slovakia. I speak 
the language at home, that’s it. ‘Belgium is my house.” Iliana states her dream is “Going 
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‘home’, back to Bulgaria where I was cut off from my friends, my school…”. The stories 
reveal patterns of difference and repetition (Deleuze, 1967/1994).  
Connecting with these patterns of difference and repetition is necessarily interwoven with 
society where life histories flood and affect each other as such, making experiences richer and 
more swollen than when we try to cut them off and draw borders between them. The 
discourses we see arising - but also contested constantly - are specifically connected with a 
neo-liberal ideal citizen capable of earning good money, living in a nice house and having 
children who also meet the “ideal standards” (preferably two of them, a boy and a girl). These 
discourses are included in the assemblages being constituted and being broken down 
constantly. Discourses, words, meanings, non-corporeal relations are a part of this assemblage 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). This implies that young people go with the flow of the normate 
and the normal. In the same stories these discourses are transversed by critical sounds of what 
this “normal” can be. Is it “normal” that when you grow old you go to a rest home away from 
your family and you have little fascinating activities left to do? Is it “normal” that a young 
black woman cannot strive for a beautiful house in an expensive neighborhood in a big city? 
Is it “normal” for a young man having learning difficulties in need of support never to become 
an independent well-earning self-employed person? They question these discourses by 
dreaming them differently. They need each other to do this. Every story is manifold and 
plural-voiced (Mazzei, 2016). They always bring it in an assemblage which in its turn shifts 
constantly. Next to the class assemblage there are other assemblages emerging in each story, 
overlapping and doing the diffractive “wavework” in rumpling over each other. Each story is 
made up of passed memories and future dreams. All of them explicitly emphasize the love for 
others, their connections with other people, mostly family, but also other places that are part 
of who they become and are, as well as other matters (e.g. garden, beach, sand, dress). 
The cross-cultural assemblages illustrate the richness of the bricolage process. They give 
ideas about belonging which we see as graspable only in the complexity of “a life” where it 
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unravels the intra-actions present with others and other matters, where past and future get 
mixed up and blur the idea of the present. The openness of connecting with others and getting 
chances to make something of your life as any other is for them of the utmost importance. 
They need the freedom to dream of other places, of home, of their closest family and to do 
this together. By putting the concepts of assemblage and diffraction at work on their stories 
we endeavored to create liminal spaces where openings and lines of flight for these young 
people could be explored (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). This does not mean they believed all 
their dreams could come true. It was necessary to truthfully listen to their ideas and voice. 
They gave significance to what belonging really means by providing it with a ground to put 
its feet on, although that ground is moving and changing inexhaustibly. 
 
Central Themes  
• We map the meaning of belonging by the voices of seven pupils in a Flemish 
secondary school, who are situated on intersecting axes of ability, gender, ethnicity, 
social economic status etc. 
• Bricolage and diffraction help to make sense of the complexity and relational 
character of belonging.  
• Making a film with the seven adolescents is a materialization of belonging as an 
assemblage. It is a contextual arrangement in everyday actions and contexts, 
connecting people, historicity, places, objects etc.  
• The adolescents struggle with abstract ideas closely entwined with a neoliberal focus 
and with becoming a good citizen, earning good money and working hard. 
Meanwhile, they resist these ideas almost stubbornly and illustrate how they want to 
follow their own path.  
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• Agency is not focused on an individual level, it is a matter of possibilities for 
reconfiguring entanglements, an enactment that opens up the capacity for thought and 
being.  
 
Reflective questions for the reader 
Consider your own conception about belonging. What does this concept mean to you? How 
would you draw the multiple connections between people and matters?  
 
How would you put the “methods” of diffraction and bricolage to work in your own research? 
What new insights would these bring you in your research domain?  
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